**Nerv**

Who we are:
Nerv™ - A wellness company on a mission to help you be the best version of yourself. Our premier product, Nerv shots, contains ingredients that help you manage anxiety and stress so you feel confident and focused to tackle whatever comes your way.

The gig:
Our premier product, Nerv shots, is launching in September and we're looking to elevate our website to kick off the brand with a strong first impression. We are using the Shopify platform and would like to make simple stylistic tweaks on top of an existing template. Pay is $25/hr. Can be remote or work locally with our team in NYC or Westwood, LA.

Who we're looking for:
- College Sophomore, Junior or Senior.
- Proficiency in front end development - html/css/javascript
- Great communication skills - over communication is good and don't ever hesitate to ask questions!
- Reliability - someone who is clear about project goals and follows through on commitments.

Why work with us:
- Dibs on product samples! Be one of the first to try out Nerv shots.
- Work with a team diverse and motivated people with expertise in all aspects of the business.
- Potential long term collaboration that could lead to a full time position as the company scales.
- Be a part of a disruption in the wellness and mental health space. Help a really cool, meaningful product hit the market with a splash!